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[Legal Notice No. 441 

INTERPRETATION AND GENERAL PROVISIONS ACT 

(CAP. 85) 

RECTIFICATION ORDER 2010 

IN exercise of the powers conferred upon me by section 27 of the Interpretation 

and General Provisions Act, I, Gabriel Sun, Attorney General, do hereby make the 

following Order - 

I. 	This Order may be cited as the Rectification Order 2010. 

Ccrrect:oxtcl 	 2. 	The printing errors and corrections appearing in the Correctional 
Services Act 700/ 

Services Act 2007 are corrected as set out in the Schedule. 

F:sheries Act 	 3. 	The word 'any conditions" is corrected to read "any condition" 
998 	 under section 16(12) of the Fisheries Act 1998. 

4. In section 2911 of the Foreign Investment Act 2005, insert 

Itvetrttect Act 	"section" in subsection (7)(a) before "2813(5)". 

5. The errors appearing in the Evidence Act 2009 are corrected as 

follows - 

(a) change "Evidence Bill" to "Evidence Act" on top of 

page 10; 

(b) in section 20(3), delete "as a result of' and substitute 

"that is of consequence to"; 

(c) in section 36, in line I in the brackets, delete "a" and 

substitute "every" before "stage" 

(d) in section 39, in the marginal note delete "Tendency" 

and substitute "Propensity"; 

(C) 	in section 41(4)(1-) delete ''order" and substilutc 

"appointment" and delete "27" and substitute "42": 
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(f) in section 80(5), delete "tendency" and substitute 

"propensity"; 

(g) in section 80(6), delete "tendency" and substitute 
"propensity"; 

(h) in section 112(2) - at line 4, delete "another" 

(i) in section 11 8(2)(b) - delete "a other" and substitute 
"another"; 

(j) in section 189(1) in line 3 add "law" after "of any 
written". 

SCHEDULE 
(paragraph 2) 

Section Error Correction 

1 Correctional Services Correctional Service 

4 "Prison Service" "Prisons Service" 

6 Commissioner of Commissioner of 
Correctional Services Correctional Service 

11 Partial publication In section 11 add "11. 
When a prisoner is 
transferred from any 
correctional" at the 
beginning before 
"centre to any place" 

13(g) "or" appearing twice in 
lines I & 2 

Delete "or" at end on 
line I 

20 "penalty" "fine" 
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22(1) and (2) ''pat search " "pat search" - should 
not be italics 

22(2) "presence prohibited" "presence of any 
prohibited article" 

22(5) "their" "his or he 

28 "their" "his or her" 

46 "their" "his or her" 

48 "their" "his or her" 

49 "must" "shall" 

"their" "its" 

58(2) "Commissioner's" "Commissioners" 

60(1 )(c) Partial publication In paragraph (c), add 
"observances and 
practices;" after "their 

re Ii g  i nil 

60(1 )(d) "a prisoner is" "prisoners are" 

60(1 )(e) ''the prisoner is" "prisoners are" 

70(1) "prisoners" "a prisoner" 

700 )(a)(iii) ''their" "his or her" 

720 )(a) "their" "his or her" 

73(3)(c) "prescribed in the" "prescribed by" 

75 Subsection "(2)" on top 
of page 36 

Should read "(3)" (i.e. 
subsection (3) of  
section 75) 

75(3)(h) "Services" "Service" 

77(2) (a) "Prison'' in line 2 

(h) ''adaptions" in line 4 

(a) should mad ''Prisons" 

(h) should mad 
"adaptations" 

i)ATED Al' ILONIARA this eighth day of June, 2010. 

GAI3RIEI. K SURt 
Al'l'c1)RNFY GENURAI, 


